Elgin Energy Generation Science 2020 Report
Overview
2020 was our 29th year of Generation Science out on the road, bringing
our unique and inspiring programme of highly interactive shows and handson workshops, designed to support the teaching of
the STEM curriculum, to primary schools across Scotland.

On 17 February, our enthusiastic teams of highly skilled science
communicators set off to travel round the country with
interactive opportunities to learn about STEM. Schools had a choice of
10 workshops and shows that covered robotics, coding, the human body,
chemical reactions, space, electricity, forces and sound, with
each activity reaching up to 30 or 70 pupils.

“Great show and age appropriate for the younger pupils. Very friendly actors and great,
professional show!”
Teacher

In March, following the government announcement of school closures due to
the COVID-19 public health crisis, Edinburgh Science suspended
the remainder of the 2020 Generation Science tour. Before this point,
Generation Science visited an impressive 22 local authorities,
delivering 469 performances and reaching 17,499 pupils, inspiring the
problem solvers of the future and helping teachers deliver the Curriculum for
Excellence.
With the kind understanding and ongoing support of our partners, we spent
the few weeks following school closures adapting our amazing activities so
that parents and carers could access them online and recreate educational, fun
science experiences at home. We were able to share our Edinburgh Science
Learning at Home activities with the world through our relationships
with schools and activities were also included in the Kids Lab series
in our digital festival Elements of #EdSciFest.
We are extremely grateful to Elgin Energy for your flexibility and belief in our
mission during this difficult and unprecedented time. Thanks to you, we were
able to create new learning resources to support STEM education at
home while we were unable to visit pupils in schools.
In the wake of the lockdown and social distancing measures, we are
investigating if, and how, we can adapt our programmes for the
future. COVID-19 has highlighted the importance of science education for all
of us, from appreciating hygiene and vaccines, to the importance of being able
to understand and interpret scientific messaging and advice. Please do contact
us if you have feedback for us, and if you think Elgin Energy will be in a
position to support our work in 2021 to reach more children across Scotland.

“As a school with an extremely high number of children who live in poverty it is
essential that we provide as many opportunities as possible”
Teacher

Elgin Energy generously supported the delivery of Generation Science
2020 and we would like to say a massive thank you. Your support has been
instrumental in enabling our teams to travel across Scotland and create
inspiring resources to encourage primary school pupils to achieve their
potential, opening doors and engaging them in STEM subjects in school and
at home.

“It allowed many students a chance to experience something our school can’t offer”
Teacher

We thought you might like to see some messages of thanks from pupils who
have benefited from workshops this year:

“Spectacular when the foam exploded”
pupil

“It was so fun because we got to make fizzy”
pupil

“We got to use chemicals”
pupil

“They have so much comedy”
Olivelle (pupil)

“That was amazing!”
Bayley (pupil)

“It was creative”
Ebony (pupil)

“It was spectacular”
pupil

“I found it very inspiring”
pupil

“It was interesting to learn about”
Corey (pupil)

It was really fun and I’d love to code again
Press and Marketing
This year, Edinburgh Science Learning programmes were
featured across multiple press outlets, totalling 11 in print and 5 online
press appearances. Our Head of Education, Joan Davidson, was also featured
on BBC Radio Scotland to talk about our Learning work, which had a reach of
over 280,000. During the 2020 tour, Generation Science featured in The
Scotsman and the Edinburgh Evening News. Schools also shared how much
they enjoyed our visits, tagging #GenerationScience over 100 times on social
media.

Sponsorship Benefits
Without our supporters, we simply would not be able to reach the number of
pupils and schools we do each year. By way of acknowledgement, Elgin
Energy received the below benefits as part of the partnership:
Logo credit in the Generation Science brochure – 3,000 copies
Logo credit as a Learning funding partner in the Science Festival brochure 60,000 copies

Logo credit on the education page of our website with click through
Logo credit on Edinburgh Science Learning banners displayed at events such
as Careers Hive and the Edinburgh Science Festival Programme Launch
Logo credit on online educational content uploaded to our website as part of
our Edinburgh Science Learning at Home packages during school closures
Logo credit in letter to all schools receiving a workshop supported by your
funding.

“A lot of our pupils come from families that would not have been able to contribute to
the cost of the show which makes your donation all the more appreciated”
Teacher (Gilmerton Primary )

Staff Engagement
We aim to provide opportunities for your staff to engage with our projects and
activities, in order to experience the pupils’ excitement and enthusiasm firsthand. However, the nature of the public health crisis and subsequent
suspension of the tour rendered this difficult.
Elgin Energy staff were also invited to volunteer at our STEM careers event in
February. Volunteers facilitate the interactive activities and receive training
from us to develop their public engagement skills while sharing their inspiring
career journey with young people.

While our plans for our annual Edinburgh Science Festival had to change
significantly, staff members from Elgin Energy were offered early access to our
free digital festival Elements of #EdSciFest, with events and activities both for
their families and for themselves to engage with exciting science in new ways
from their homes.

“As ever, the workshop was informative, creative, set at the correct level and wellpaced”
Teacher

Highlights
While our 2020 tour was shorter than originally planned, our teams were busy
visiting 22 local authorities across Scotland with 469 performances over just a
few weeks.

“Science communicators were brilliant with the children, they were engaging, patient and
entertaining throughout the interactive story. The children loved it – Thank you!”
Teacher

This year we were delighted to include a brand-new robotics activity, ‘Creative
Coding’ which was developed for pupils in P4 to P7. Children are introduced
to the programming language Scratch and learn to program Marty
the RobotTM to follow commands and navigate its way around an
obstacle course, as well as creating their very own robot disco of
dancing Martys! Our workshops are specifically designed to support the
Curriculum for Excellence, meaning that we can deliver different workshops for
different year groups so that they get the most out of our visit and it all helps
teachers to deliver the curriculum. We bring expertise and specialised kit that
schools don’t have themselves and therefore deliver brand new experiences to
pupils to ensure they are having an inspiring and high-quality science
experience.

In March, we were part of British Science Week activities at schools across the
country, including Lomond School, where we delivered our popular make-andkeep-sound workshop Ella’s Wobble. 63 children aged 3-7 were joined Ella on
her rhyming journey into the wonderful world of sound. This interactive
storytelling workshop allows even the youngest pupils to build their own
instruments and become an integral part of the story, discovering how sounds
are made and how they move.

“Having experts from Generation Science come into school to help us launch British
Science Week literally kicked things off with a bang. The children were so engaged in all
the experiments”
Ailsa Lawn, Head of Junior School at Lomond School

Thank you
Elgin Energy’s support in 2020 has enabled Edinburgh Science to captivate
minds across Scotland, bringing science to their door (literally). You have been
instrumental in allowing us to reach thousands of children and support their
teachers to deliver the Curriculum for Excellence in an informative and dynamic
way.

2021 will be the 30th Anniversary of Generation Science and we are looking
forward to celebrating this milestone with you. Please do get in touch if you
think that Elgin Energy would be in a position to support our Learning work
next year. An early commitment would be instrumental in helping us secure
our plans for Generation Science in 2021 and ensure maximum visibility for
your brand.
Together, we can work towards a Scotland that is engaged with scientific
ideas, where individuals think about the role that science and technology plays
in their own lives and where young people are inspired to move into these
emerging fields and take on the challenges of tomorrow.
On behalf of the Edinburgh Science team, our science communicators, and the
many young people who directly benefitted from Elgin Energy’s support, we
would like to thank Elgin Energy once more for your confidence in our work
and the invaluable support given in helping us to achieve our charitable aims,
particularly in what has been an unprecedentedly challenging year.
Kind regards,

Simon Gage
CEO and Director
Edinburgh Science

